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This test series is based on the latest SEBI Grade A pattern and trends so you can practice exam-level 

questions of each subject of Phase 2 and confidently target a top rank in the 2024 examination.

1. Solved Previous Year 

Questions: To truly 

understand the scope and 

difficulty level of each 

subject.

2. Chapter Wise Tests: To 

assess yourself after every 

chapter and see your 

strong and weak areas.

3. Current Affairs Tests: To 

practice exam-level 

current affairs-based 

questions.

4. Full-Length Tests: Based 

on the latest exam pattern 

and trend to simulate an 

exam-like environment.

1. Weekly Mentor Talk: To 

provide personalized 

mentorship to help you 

crack your exam quickly.

2. Discussion Forum: To 

quickly resolve any subject 

or exam-related doubts 

that you encounter

3. Support Ticket: To quickly 

resolve any technical issue 

that you are facing

4. Strategy Calls: To connect 

with your favorite mentors 

1-on-1 and get 

personalized answers

5. Email + Phone Support: 

To listen to you 

empathetically and answer 

every query of yours.

www.edutap.co.in hello@edutap.co.in +91 - 81462 07241
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Detailed O�erings

In the table below, we have mentioned the subject-wise offerings of the Test Series for SEBI Grade A 

Phase 2 exam.

Components Features

Current Affairs

CurrentTap MCQs

Latest Union Budget & Economic Survey MCQs

RBI NewsTap MCQs

Banking Awareness MCQs

Finance + Management + Economics + Costing+ 

Companies Act + Commerce + Accounts
Chapter-Wise Tests

Full-Length Tests for Phase 2
5 Full-Length Tests (Descriptive)

5 Full-Length Tests (Objective)
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Frequently Asked Questions

Is this test series for the SEBI Grade A exam?

How many questions are there in total in this test series? 

Do I need to follow any reference books or other study material along with the course? 

Will I get explanations also for all questions?

Does this test series cover current affairs? 

How can I contact/talk to faculty if I have some doubts? 

What is the validity of this course?

Yes, it is for the Phase 2 of SEBI Grade A examination.

This test series has more than 5000 questions.

The course is designed with the intention of providing opportunities for practice. To make the 

most of this course, it is highly recommended for students to diligently prepare and fully cover 

the syllabus beforehand. By doing so, students can effectively utilize the resources offered within 

the course, thereby enhancing their learning experience and achieving better outcomes.

Yes, a detailed explanation is provided for all the questions of the test series.

Yes, current affairs for Phases 1 and 2 are covered.

We do not believe in the "sell & forget" approach. We have a dedicated support team and 

faculty to answer all queries promptly. We have established 3 channels of communication: a 

discussion forum for subject-wise queries, a dedicated mail address for students to drop a mail at 

hello@edutap.co.in, and a helpline number to call us on 8146207241 (between 9 AM to 6 PM all 

days) for strategy mentorship calls with faculty. The support team representative shoots a mail to 

the student and faculty and arranges a call.

It is 1 year from the date of purchase.
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Can I use this course on mobile as well as laptop? 

Can I use this course on the iPhone/iPad? 

Yes, we believe in "learn anytime, anywhere." You can access this course through an Android-

based mobile or tab by downloading the EduTap app from the Play Store and logging in. On a 

laptop/desktop, you can just log in to the portal and access your course.

We currently do not have an app on iOS. Due to security reasons, you will not be able to access 

the encrypted content on iOS-based browsers on iPhone/iPad. Our courses are compatible with 

any Android tab/phone as well as any laptop/desktop.
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SEBI Grade A Dream Team

Our SEBI Grade A dream team is your dedicated partner in exam success, offering expert guidance to 

empower you on your journey to qualify this exam quickly!

Gurkirat Sir

Ekta Mam

Devanshu Sir

Current A�airs Expe�

Super Mentor

Current A�airs Expe�

Anchit Sir
Super Mentor

Narveer Sir
English Expe�

Prakash Sir
Companies Law Expe�

Jalaj Sir
FM Expe�
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Shamli Mam
ARD Expe�

Kritika Mam
Economics Expe�

Gursimrat Mam
Economics Expe�

Manan Sir
Commerce & Costing Expe�

Vishnu Sir
Maths Expe�

Meghna Mam
Reasoning Expe�

Deeksha Mam
ARD Expe�

Santosh Sir
Costing Expe�
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